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OVERVIEW
Over the past several years, digital technology has infiltrated nearly every part of our lives. Many 
retailers feared the store would become obsolete in the digital era as shoppers looked to digital 
shopping for convenience and price benefits. In our latest consumer survey of over 2000 consumers in 
the US, we have actually found the opposite to be true. The store is more relevant than ever. The reality 
is that the digital world and physical stores are converging, giving retailers an opportunity to know 
their customers and engage in ways viewed as impossible only a few years ago. This study examines 
consumers’ behaviors and expectations and identifies digital strategies, both simple and complex, that 
retail marketers can implement now to better understand their customers, effectively driving deeper 
customer relationships and seeing higher revenue today and in the years to come.

Retail Realities 2015

Digital Influence:
6-10% of retail transactions, but 
influences 50%

Omni-channel:
Many Paths-to-Purchase but an 
Omni-channel Experience

Personalization:
Analytics and Mobile enable the 
“Segment of 1”

Velocity:
Consumer expectation is fast(er) and 
on-demand

Retail Marketing Challenges

Analytics:
Know your customers better than ever before – 
who they are, where they are, what they are 
doing, what is next for them.

Speed:
On-demand and real-time marketing – at the 
point of decision and before the point of need 

Personalization:
Specific in all aspects – what they will get, 
when they will get it, how they will get it

Creativity:
Adaptive to person and channel, interactive
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THE STATE OF 
DIGITAL RETAIL
It is no doubt that digital is transforming retail and the way 
consumers shop. This evolution continues to create both 
opportunities and challenges for retail marketers.

THE SURVEY
Taking these retail marketing challenges into 
consideration, Merkle surveyed over 2000 consumers 
in the US during the Holiday shopping season. 
The survey was conducted online and included 
respondents across a wide-range of demographics, 
including age, income, gender and residential 
location. We also surveyed consumers shopping 
at a variety of retail segments, from 
specialty to mass market.  We 
culminated our results to four 
key themes:
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CONSUMER MOBILE 
IS VALUABLE “REAL 

ESTATE” FOR RETAILERS
With smartphone penetration at about 80% or more in key shopper demographics 
including women, people under 50, urban and suburban residents, and household 
incomes over $60K, the connectivity infrastructure is in place for retailers to make 
mobile a primary interaction channel.

When asked about shopping journeys, an equal number of respondents under 50 
indicated starting on mobile as starting on the PC. This is consistent with retailers 
reporting record volumes of mobile traffic to their sites during the holiday shopping 
season, as well as the 75% YOY increase in mobile paid search that occurred from 
2013 to 2014. But, perhaps the most notable insight regarding mobile is that 67% 
of consumers* reported an interest in a totally mobile path to purchase. With an 
increasing rate of adoption for tablets and larger form factors for smartphones, Merkle 

expects the volume 
of purchases directly 
from mobile devices 
to gain significant 
share in 2015.

Mobile is also 
playing an increased 
role while consumers 
shop in physical 
stores. 40%+ of 
consumers indicate 
that they use their 
mobile device at least 
once per shopping 
trip when shopping in 
supermarkets and big 
box stores. 
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When asked what they use their mobile phone 
for while shopping in a store, 50-60% indicated 
activities related to communicating with friends 
and family, including voice calls and texting. 
However, a notable 20-30% indicated they were 
engaged in pricing-related activities including 
comparing prices and looking for/managing 
coupons, and another 15-20% indicated 
using it for activities related to making a 
product selection including checking reviews, 
researching products, and using shopping lists.

Millennials and Gen Xers are ready, willing, and able to interact with retailers while in-store 
with 46% indicating a willingness to receive personalized offers on their smartphone while 
shopping in-store.

These insights related to in-store usage are a strong indicator that location-based technologies, 
including geo-fencing, Wi-Fi, and beacons, provide opportunities for retailers to begin 
delivering messages that are not only personalized in terms of the content, but also reflect 
the context of 
time and location. 
Furthermore, 
combining these 
technologies with 
others, like video 
behavioral analytics, 
will unlock even 
more insights related 
to consumer shopping 
behaviors in-store, 
in much the same 
way cookies provide 
this capability while 
consumers shop 
online.  

Use Their Mobile Phone Once or 
More per Trip While In-Store
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EXPERT TIP:46% of consumers indicate 
a willingness to receive 
personalized offers on 

their smartphone while 
shopping in-store.
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EMAIL AND STORE 
ASSOCIATES ARE STILL 

IMPORTANT
While at times it seems e-mail may be becoming mostly junk mail and finding 
store associates is very challenging in many retail segments, consumers across all 
demographics rate these as the two most preferred interaction channels (and by a  
wide margin).

Also notable is that opt-in text is identified 
as a preferred interaction channel in more 
than 1/3 of consumers under 50. This is a 
communication medium that most retailers 
are not using and presents an opportunity if 
retailers create a meaningful value exchange to 
facilitate the opt-in.

While consumers clearly indicate that e-mail 
is still important, they also are sounding a 
cautionary alarm.  When asked about the 
value and volume of e-mail that they receive 
from retailers today, about half indicate 
finding “occasional value” and 40% indicate 

that they receive “way too much.” In the future, “less is more” will apply to e-mail 
strategies. To remain relevant, retailers will need to shift from high volume broadcast 
approaches to highly personalized ones.

EXPERT TIP:Customize email content 
by consumer segments 
versus channels, 
establishing important 
connections with your 
customers.
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Preferred Ways to Interact With Retailers

Millennials Gen X Boomers Silvers
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TRUST IS CRITICAL 
FOR ENABLING 

PERSONALIZATION
While consumers indicate a desire for increased personalization, they also indicate 
a general lack of trust with retailers. 80% of consumers express concern about the 
security of their personal information due to recent security breaches. About half of 
consumers under 50 have changed where they shop at least once as a result.

Changed Where They Shop as a Result 
of Publicized Security Breaches

Age 34-49
Gen X

Age 50-68
Boomer

Age 69+
Silver

Age 18-33
Millennial

No – I am not aware of this

No – I have not made any changes

Yes – permanently

Yes – multiple times

Yes – one time
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In this environment, it is not surprising that 
consumers also indicate a concern with 
sharing personal information. 50% or more 
are comfortable sharing basic information 
like name, age, e-mail, and gender, but less 
than 1/3 are comfortable with more personally 
identifiable information including things like 
birthday, mobile phone, and household income.

Getting to personalization in light of the 
concerns over sharing personal information 
creates a challenge for retailers. Trust is 
something that is earned and easily lost. Merkle 
believes the keys to building trust rest in 
delivering transparency and value exchange for 
the consumer.

Percent of Consumers Comfortable With 
Sharing Information With Retailers
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EXPERT TIP:As a first step, define what 
“personalization” means 
for your customer. Focus 

on the overall relationship 
that the consumer will 

have with your company 
as a whole throughout 

the course of the entire 
consumer journey. 
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TRUE LOYALTY IS WITHIN 
YOUR REACH

While there are now more than 3 billion retail loyalty program memberships in 
the U.S., only half of enrolled consumers remain engaged with the program after the 

initial enrollment. Our survey further represents 
that less than 1/5 of consumers cite loyalty 
programs as a main factor in choosing where to 
shop. 

Since the primary goals of a loyalty program 
in the retail segment are to influence consumer 
behavior, build stronger consumer relationships 
and to maintain or increase spend from the best 
customers, retailers need to design and execute 
their programs strategically; detailing specific 
consumer behavioral objectives and business 

goals. In today’s retail climate, defined by a highly savvy consumer and the ubiquity 
of the smartphone, the results of the survey confirm that there remain far too many 
examples of programs that have not taken the necessary steps to accomplish this 
objective.

The always-connected consumer and new levels of consumer intimacy are the 
enablers for marketers to re-imagine their approaches to loyalty, effectively moving 
from transaction-centric programs to relationship-centric ones. Effective loyalty 
programs are strategically built on providing a “fair exchange of value” between 
retailer and the consumer. Creating an ecosystem of engaging content, enticing brand 
experiences, and preferential valuable services that go beyond the core product or 
service is where loyalty programs can have a huge impact. 

Points are a tactic, apps an operational enabler. It’s time for retailers to take a step 
back and think strategically about their consumers’ loyalty. Strategically guided  
and well-executed loyalty programs can have a huge pay-off. Marketers who  
master a personalized, omni-channel approach to loyalty increase their revenue 
upwards of 10X. 

EXPERT TIP:Retailers need to provide 
a “fair exchange of value” 
as the consumer strategy 
upon which all loyalty 
programs are developed.
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The Path to True Loyalty

Most programs today remain heavily transactional, adding engagement and 
personalization increases the probability of building long term loyalty.

Only 44% of loyalty program members are active.1

“Loyalty” = The act of binding yourself intellectually or emotionally to a course of action.2

True loyalty requires a fair exchange of value.
• E.g., I give you information about my preferences and needs, and the retailer partner  
  provides tools, access, and communications that are personalized and add value.

Create memorable CX and engage in on-going two-way dialogs = Relationship

1 ILCP “Key considerations for improving loyalty in the retail sector” 2013.
2 Princeton University, WordNet.

Relationship Loyalty

Transaction Community Evangelism
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Findings Implications

Smartphone ownership is pervasive in 
key shopper demographics. Across all 
retailer types, consumers are using 
their phones while shopping in stores.

Retailers must create mobile 
optimized sites with great user 
experiences. Location-based and 
text interactions are an emerging 
area of opportunity.

Loyalty programs are not a driver of 
store choice nor consumer behavior.  
Deal-driven programs drive 
transactions & erode margins, but 
don’t create relationships.

Refocus on delivering incremental 
value in terms of access, 
functionality, tools, personalized 
recommendations & services.

Across all demographics, e-mail is a 
preferred communication channel; 
most find some value, although many 
report receiving “way too much.”

Segmentation, personalization and 
contact strategies need to be 
rationalized in order for  email to 
remain effective.

ALL shoppers want to interact with 
store Associates, even the majority of 
Millennials.

Well-trained, accessible staff can 
be a differentiator.
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CONCLUSION
In this digital age, retailers now have the ability to deliver addressable customer 
experiences at scale across all engagement channels. Retailers that understand 
consumer shopping patterns and expectations across channels, both digital and 
brick-and-mortar, will gain competitive advantage by delivering timely, personalized 
customer experiences at every touchpoint.

Let Merkle help you realize the value of your omni-channel customer experience. By 
combining data and analytics with our digital expertise and foundational database 
technology, Merkle is uniquely positioned to help retailers differentiate and build 
customer value across all channels. 

ABOUT MERKLE
Merkle, a technology-enabled, data-driven customer relationship marketing (CRM) 
firm, is the nation’s largest privately held agency. For more than 25 years, Fortune 
1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have partnered with Merkle 
to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. By combining a complete range 
of marketing, technical, analytical, and creative disciplines, Merkle works with 
clients to design, execute, and evaluate connected CRM programs. With more than 
2,400 employees, the privately held corporation is headquartered in Columbia, Md. 
with additional offices in Bend, Or.; Boston; Charlottesville, Va.; Chicago; Denver; 
Hagerstown, Md.; Little Rock; London; Minneapolis; Montvale, N.J.; Nanjing; New 
York; Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; San Francisco; and Shanghai.

TO LEARN MORE,  
CONTACT US AT  
1-877-9MERKLE OR  
MERKLEINC.COM.
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